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HERE IS OUR 
NEXT

LETTER!
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THE LETTER IS!!!!!
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THE CHET
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ח
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אח
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#8………אח th letter 

..protection..fence

Also new beginnings…and 

separation or to cut off 

from….to protect…..hedge, or 

inner chamber…private.  This 

letter is one of the ‘gutterals’…

roll in the back of the throat 

effect.
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I think we will do this 
letter differently.  Let’s 

look at some words 
starting with the new letter 

we are going to 

study….called the ח chet.
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Ever hear of the word ס מס   ?hamas חס
As we are learning, the letter ח chet 

represents fence….the letter מ mem 

represents chaos in this context…and 
the last letter is the ס samech which 
represents surround.   This word 

literally means violence, exertion of 
physical force so as to injure or 

abuse.  A violent shaking. We can discuss……
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Here is another word that is interesting.  

נסם  chinam.  Looking at the letters and חנ

translating symbolisms, we arrive at a 

definition or translation as follows:  

Freely……….having no restrictions.  A 

work or action that is performed without 

wages or without cause.  Since the Word of 

G-d sets us free, let’s see what we have.  

The ח represents a fence or separation from 

sin….the נ represents life….and the ם 

represents, in this case, water, or water of 

the Word…Let’s discuss…..
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ן חן CHEN – Means charm… beauty… Grace in the wider meaning..or a look of a person…has to do with character.  Since ן (nun final) is life..and ח (chet) stands for a fence…life is being protected.
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ר בן  CHAVER – Means חס

friend..ב  Hav..is the area of the..חס

bossom  ר (reysh) stands for the 

picture of a man or person, or 

head..so friend is a ‘bosom man’ or 

a bosom buddy…a close friend

ינים    … CHAIM ..Means life חי

ינים חי  ל  l’chaim…(to life) לח

MEANS ‘TO’
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..CHOSHECK…Means darkness...ONE OF THE TEN PLAGUES… 

א טח חן CHET means ‘sin’…the ‘fence’ ט tet stands for a snake or serpent..א means strong..
 

 .CHUKIM…LAWS  חוקים CHOK…IS THE WORD FOR LAW.  THE TORAH IS THE WHOLE COLLECTION OF THE   חוק

ה כחמס CHAKH-MAH…ONE OF THE WORDS THAT MEAN WISDOM  חס
 

THE WORD FOR STRONG IS זסק  CHAZAK  חס

ALSO THE WORD FOR ‘WALL’ LIKE AROUND ינם לי ה JERUSALEM IS יחרושס ..CHOMA  חומס
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Let’s look at Deuteronomy 30:15, 19-20…John 4:13-14..Acts 17:28
 
De 30:15 ¶ "See, I have set before you today life and prosperity, and death 
and adversity;
 
De 30:19 "I call heaven and earth to witness against you today, that I have set 
before you life and death, the blessing and the curse. So choose life in order 
that you may live, you and your descendants,
 
De 30:20 by loving the LORD your God, by obeying His voice, and by 
holding fast to Him; for this is your life and the length of your days, that you 
may live in the land which the LORD swore to your fathers, to Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, to give them."
 
Joh 4:13 Jesus answered and said to her, "Everyone who drinks of this water 
will thirst again;
 
Joh 4:14 but whoever drinks of the water that I will give him shall never 
thirst; but the water that I will give him will become in him a well of water 
springing up to eternal life."
 
Ac 17:28 for in Him we live and move and exist, as even some of your own 
poets have said, 'For we also are His children.'
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Side note…the veil was dark blue, scarlet and 

purple..represents the three  offices of Jesus…

He was first a Prophet…blue the 

revelator..the Word of G-d…the heavenly 

nature…the scarlet…He is the atonement…

our High Priest…and soon to take up His 

earthly throne as King.

 

The 4 inch thick veil …each inch represents 

1000 years of human history in which there 

was separation between G-d and His people..
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John 11:25-26
 
Joh 11:25 Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in Me will live even if he dies, 

Joh 11:26 and everyone who lives and believes in Me will never die. Do you believe this?"
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 cha-shah….to…חסשסה
keep silent…(fence the 

teeth to stop from 
speaking)
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 the Zayin (the crowned Man with the sword..וז

of the Spirit) and the Vav…(man #6 and the nail)  

the classical Hebrew shows the Chet formed from 

the Vav and Zayin connected by a ‘yoke’..we can 

see that Jesus is connected to us as man threw His 

Yoke that would be the connection between two 

things so that they move and work together. And 

when you add the values of Vav =6 and Zayin = 7 

it equals the value for love….בסה אהי
(ahavah – love) = 13.  13 is also the value of 

ד חס  echad which means ‘one’..unifing us in-  אח

true fellowship with Christ…
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John 17:22-23
 
Joh 17:22 "The glory which You 
have given Me I have given to 
them, that they may be one, just 
as We are one;
 
Joh 17:23 I in them and You in 
Me, that they may be perfected in 
unity, so that the world may 
know that You sent Me, and 
loved them, even as You have 
loved Me.
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י  CHAI or CHAYIM  חי
means life and can be seen as the doorway where the blood of the lamb was applied during Peshach.  If you look with some imagination, you can see the image of a lamb ..we see the lamb giving life when applied to the doorway of our 

heart.
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Going a little deeper on this 
word, not only does it mean 

‘life’, but also the quality that 
distinguishes a vital and 

functional being from a dead 
body.  Literally the stomach.  
Also, used idiomatically of 

living creatures, especially in 
conjunction with land, ground 

or field.
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In the Hebrew language, we discussed that all 

words are related to something concrete or 

physical, something that can be observed by 

one of the five senses.  Some examples of 

concrete words would be a tree, water, hot, 

sweet or loud.  The western Greek mind 

frequently uses abstracts or mental words to 

convey ideas.  An abstract word is something 

that cannot be sensed by the five senses.  

Some examples would be bless, believe, and 

the word life.  Whenever working with an 

abstract word in the biblical text it will help to 

uncover the concrete background to the word 

for proper interpretation. 
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How did the ancient Hebrew perceive 
‘life?’  a clud can be found in Job 

38:39..”Will you hunt prey for the lion 
and will you fill the stomach of the young 

lion?”  In this verse the word 
‘stomach’ is the Hebrew word chai.  
What does stomach have to do with 

life?  In our culture it is very 
uncommon for anyone to experience 

true hunger but this was an all too 
often experience for the ancient 

Hebrews.  To the ancient Hebrews life 
is seen as a full stomach while an 
empty stomach is seen as death.
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Please allow me to go further on this word for life.  י לן שח ייים Mish’ley Proverbs 13:14 says: “The teaching of the wise is a fountain of life.”  The gematria of  מנ …CHAYIM is 68 חי
 …=40 = ם…10 = י…10 = י..8 = ח

68.
The word for wisdom is כסם …CHAKHAM.  This word also has the gematria of 68 חס  ם..20 = כ…8 = ח

= 40=… 68
 The wise man treasures life.  The fool pursues sin and is soon snared by death.
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The word for life in Hebrew ends with the 

letters ים yim, the grammatical indicator of 

plurality.  We are granted not one life, but two; 

not י ינים but חי  CHAIM.  Why does the חי

ה  ,BET ב Torah begin with the letter תורס

which corresponds to the letter 2?  Because 

the sages teach that G-d created not one world, 

but two.   There is זחה ם הי  ,(olam ha-zeh) עולס

this world…remember last weeks’ lesson on 

the word זחה for ‘this’?.....and בסא ם הי  עולס

(OLAM HA-BA), the world to come.
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Our life must always be 
lived with the awareness 
that the grave is not our 

end, but merely the second 
beginning.  There is a 
saying that goes like 

this…’know whence you 
came and to where you are 

going and before Whom 
you are destined to give a 

final accounting’  oh 
boy……
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The Chet ח  representing new beginnings….and represents grace…here are some examples..
8 souls were saved during the flood of NoahDavid was the 8th son of JesseBrit Milah, circumcision occurs on the 8th day of a males’ life.. marking the beginning of his life, and his name given to him at that time.

8 times the Lord confirmed His covenant to Abraham.
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ם חח …Lechem….means bread..לח

LAMED=Staff, direction 

guidance, CHET = separation, 

new beginning, grace, fence, 

inner room, and the MEM = 

which we will later learn means 

water, over power….so lets put it 

all together and see what we get.
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נוך  CHANOK is the name in Hebrew for חי
Enoch.  Just a note…He was the 7th 

generation from ם  ADAM and it is said אדי
by many sages to have been the first 
‘educated’ man or the first scientist.  The 

root word for נוך ניך CHANOK is חי  חס
CHANAK which means ‘to train, to 
dedicate, or to inaugurate’.  It is the root 
from which the name for the ‘Festival of the 
Dedication’ John 22…Chanukkah, is 
derived.
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ASPIRE TO INSPIREBEFORE YOU EXPIRE
AND

TAKE WHAT YOU
NEED AND GIVE
THE REST AWAY!
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